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Introduction

In 2012 attorneys with Idaho Legal Aid Services and the Idaho Disability Defense and

Education Fund sued the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare over its methods of assigning

service and supports budgets to individuals receiving developmental disability services under

Medicaid. Ultimately, the Idaho Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union also participated

in the lawsuit and in representing the needs of individuals with disabilities in Idaho.

The lawsuit challenged the manner in which budgets were set as well as the manner in

which they were communicated to Medicaid participants, as well as how those budgets could be

challenged. One of the problems identified in the lawsuit was that many Medicaid participants

were unable to determine if their budget was appropriate, whether mistakes were made in setting

it, and whether they should undertake an appeal of the budget determination. This was, in part,

and according to the Federal District Court caused by the lack of any “suitable representative”

who both understood the budgeting and appeal process and was available to assist the individuals

and families participating in Medicaid.

In 2016 a settlement of the class action lawsuit was reached. One element of that

settlement called for training and providing reimbursement to “suitable representatives” who

could assist Medicaid participants in evaluating budgets and plan denials, deciding whether to

appeal, and appealing those budgets or denials. This training is the result of that settlement.

The purpose of the training is to assist advocates in understanding the assessment,

budgeting and review processes so that they can effectively serve the needs of individuals

receiving developmental disability services as part of Idaho’s Medicaid program. The class

action settlement also calls for Targeted Service Coordinators (“TSCs”) and Support Brokers

(“SBs”) to be reimbursed for their service as suitable representatives. In order to be eligible for

reimbursement, TSCs and SBs will need to complete this training, sign a contract to provide

services, and continue to serve as a TSC or SB.

With this training and the associated program to provide suitable representatives, Idaho

ACLU, IDDEF, and the presenters hope to create a more skilled, professional, and accessible

body of advocates to assist the patients that rely on Idaho Medicaid’s DD Services programs.
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SERVING AS A SUITABLE REPRESENTATIVE

FOR ADULT DD MEDICAID PARTICIPANTS

Section I. Understanding Assessment

Initial assessment determines if an adult meets specific criteria for Developmental Disability and

is eligible to receive services from the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (“IDHW”)

through the federal Medicaid program. Initial eligibility assessment is done when an adult with

developmental disabilities wishes to receive services, or when a child has reached the age of

eighteen and transitions from the children’s program to the adult program.

Annual redeterminations are done every year. IDHW does not consider this a renewal of

benefits, but rather an annual assessment to determine continuing eligibility. The difference

matters in a legal sense since renewals are subject to a different burden of proof (when

challenged in an appeal) than are initial determinations. IDHW has not, in the last several years,

attempted to rely on the burden of proof for initial determinations in challenges to re-

assessments.

Who does assessments?

Initial eligibility assessments and annual redeterminations for eligibility are performed by

an Independent Assessment Provider. This is a company that has contracted with the

Idaho Department of Health and Welfare to perform assessments. Currently, this service

is provided by Liberty Health Care.

Assessors are not IDHW staff, though they make decisions which affect benefit levels.

Because IDHW relies on them, their work is subject to federal and state standards on

appeal. IDHW is directly involved in determining how the assessors perform their work,

establishes the standards that they apply in making eligibility and budget determinations,

and regularly modifies the training that assessors receive.

Who participates in the assessment?

The person receiving services (the participant) is interviewed and/or observed.
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The participant’s family (if available), other natural supports, and the participant’s care

providers are also sometimes asked to provide information.

Reports by medical providers, psychologist and other developmental specialists are

usually reviewed.

The PCP Team should help ensure that the assessor has the information the PCP Team

considers important.

The particular individuals involved in an assessment depends partly on what assessment

tools are used. As discussed in these materials, at present IDHW uses the Scales of

Independent Behavior – Revised (“SIB-R”), the Inventory of Individual Needs (“IIN”),

the Medical Social and Developmental Assessment Summary, and the Budget Tool. In

the future, IDHW will use the Supports Intensity Scale – Adult Version (“SIS” or “SIS-

A”) which requires an overlapping but different set of inputs, which will change the

sources of information used.

The assessment results in preparation of certain document that effect eligibility and budgets.

Helping clients to get accurate, complete and thorough assessments can help ensure access to

adequate budgets, and can also build the evidence needed for effective appeals. Understanding

each assessment tool will guide the advice you give to individuals and their circle of supports.

1. Medical, Social and Developmental Assessment Summary

The Med/Soc summary is a single document containing much of the critical

information necessary to understanding the conditions and needs facing an

individual participant. The Med/Soc is prepared by the Independent Assessor

(Liberty), and should be updated annually as part of the annual assessment

process.

2. SIB-R

SIB-R is a third-party assessment tool sold by Riverside Publishing. The SIB-R

asks a respondent to answer a series of questions, those answers are then used to

generate a “Report of Adaptive Behavior Testing” which includes the score for

Broad Independence (expressed as a years and months equivalence), and the

General Maladaptive Index (expressed as a whole, negative number). While the

Broad Independence and General Maladaptive Index scores are utilized as budget

tool inputs, the SIB-R as a whole was originally created and can still serve as a

useful tool in the planning process, as it identifies specific areas and levels of

need.
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The selection of an appropriate respondent can have significant effects on the

outcomes of the SIB-R. Although the SIB-R is supposed to measure largely

unvarying and inherent traits or characteristics of the participant, poor test

administration and poor respondent selection can skew the results. The accuracy

of the SIB-R interview and its results should be evaluated whenever there appears

to be a discrepancy between needs and budget.

3. Inventory of Individual Needs

The IIN (sometimes referred to as ION) is a document created by IDHW and

utilized by the Independent Assessor. It is a 24 question survey that contains

information gleaned from SIB-R, MedSoc, and interviews. It provides the direct

inputs to the budget tool, and thus inaccuracies here can have a profound impact

on budget calculations.

4. The Budget Tool

The Budget Tool is simply a spreadsheet that assigns budgets based on answers to
some of the items included on the Inventory of Individual Needs. It starts with a
“constant” of approximately $24,000, and then adjusts upward or downward
based on various items of information. The Budget Tool automatically calculates
“Traditional Waiver” and “Self Direction Model” budgets, based on different
criteria. In addition to the handful of items in the Inventory, the budget outcome
can also vary based on the assignment to “Upper Margin” or “Lower Margin,” as
well as certain ad hoc adjustments IDHW has utilized from time to time
(adjustments have been made, for instance, to reflect the termination of
Residential Habilitation Affiliation as a service, and to reflect changes in
reimbursement rates for those in supported living).

5. The Injunction Budget, or the K.W. Budget

The Budget Tool yields the “Calculated Budget.” Many participants are receiving
the benefit of the injunction issued by the Federal Court in K.W. v. Armstrong. As
a result of that injunction, if the Calculated Budget falls below the highest annual
budget the individual has been awarded since July, 2011, then that highest annual
budget becomes the budget the participant may use for the coming year. This is
referred to as the “K.W. Budget” or the “Injunction Budget.” Because of the
Settlement Agreement in the K.W. case, the use of Injunction Budgets will
continue until a new resource allocation tool is created and implemented. The
Injunction Budget is available for the participant to use, but all rules concerning
service eligibility and prior authorization must still be satisfied.
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Section II. Understanding and Using the Budget Notice

Each person in the adult DD program will receive an annual notice of eligibility and
budget. This consists of several documents, mailed together. It includes:

1. The Eligibility letter. The eligibility is one or two pages long. It will state the
following:

a. Whether the participant qualifies for DD services and whether s/he
qualifies for waiver services. Any determination that an individual is not
eligible for either DD services or waiver services, is subject to appeal.

b. The individual supports budget for the coming year. Where appropriate,
the letter will provide a “Calculated Budget,” a statement whether the
coming year’s Calculated Budget is more or less than the previous year’s
Calculated Budget, the amount by which the new budget exceeds the
previous budget, and, in most cases, a statement about the “Injunction
Budget.” If the Calculated Budget is lower than any approved budget the
participant received for any years since July, 2011, then the largest such
budget will be the “Injunction Budget,” and thus the amount that the
participant is permitted to use.

c. A statement regarding the right to appeal the budget determination, and
instructions for how to do so.

2. The Appeal Request Form. This short form can be filled out and returned to
IDHW to initiate an appeal. Other methods of initiating an appeal will also be
discussed in this training.

3. “Why Your Budget Changed” page. This page describes the reasons for changes
to your budget. It should go over what elements of the IIN or other budget inputs
changed from the previous year. The attorneys in the K.W. case are still in
disagreement about when and how this will be used. As of this writing, it will be
filled out in relatively few cases.

4. Attachments Cover Sheet. The cover sheet describes the process of setting
budgets, in summary form. This information might be helpful to participants and
their natural supports.

5. The Health and Safety Criteria. The Health and Safety Criteria were developed
through negotiations between IDHW and the attorneys in the K.W. litigation.
These criteria exist to establish under what circumstances an individual
participant should be awarded additional budget resources to meet their needs. In
evaluating and pursuing appeals you will use these just as you would regulations
or laws, as rules or standards of decision.
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6. The Inventory of Individual Needs (IIN). The packet should contain both the
current and last year’s IIN. This will make it easier for you to identify why the
budget changed, and what information, if any, might be recorded incorrectly. The
“Why Your Budget Changed” (if it is filled out) page should already set out the
changes, but having the two IIN’s side by side makes comparison easy, in case
IDHW or its assessor missed something.

7. The Individual Budget Calculations. The budget spreadsheets for the current and
prior year will likewise help identify changes in inputs that might have affected
the budget. It will also help identify those inputs that had no effect on the budget.

8. The Report of Adaptive Behavior Assessment. The Report generated by the SIB-
R Assessment tool is included, although it will be of limited use in evaluating the
budget. Skilled care providers, however, can and will use the information to help
plan appropriate supports for the participant. Significant changes in SIB-R results
from one assessment to the next often indicate errors in the assessment process.

Questions to ask yourself:

1. Is the budget more, or less, than last year?

Just because it’s more, doesn’t mean it’s right.

2. Is the budget sufficient to meet the participant’s needs?

Even if it is, keep looking.

3. Has anything significant changed in the other documents?

Make sure nothing important has changed, like level of care or other
classification for services. Is the assessment correct? Are there mistakes?

4. Has anything significant changed with the participant?

If participant has greater needs, does the budget reflect those greater needs

5. Do you need to appeal?
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Section III. Requesting Additional Consideration – Informal Review and Appeal

1. What triggers the right to additional consideration?

Federal law provides that a state Medicaid program must provide opportunity to
request a fair hearing whenever the program makes any decision or takes any
action to establish, terminate, limit, reduce, or deny benefits. (See 42 C.F.R.
431.201, 431.206(c) ). An eligibility determination, budget determination, or plan
denial will all trigger a right to appeal.

TSC’s and SB’s sometimes face enormous pressure to modify support plans in
order to secure approval of the plan. Only a denial creates a right to appeal.
IDHW care managers want to approve plans and avoid appeals, if possible. To
accomplish that they will pressure TSC’s and SB’s to keep watering down a plan
until it meets the care manager’s needs. That may or may not meet your client’s
needs. An email from a care manager does not trigger a right to appeal, only a
formal denial of a plan does that. Pending appeal, your client is entitled to a
continuation of an existing plan or, if the client is new to the program, a
temporary plan using the existing budget can be drafted to utilize pending appeal.
As advocates for clients, it is the TSC’s or SB’s job not just to reach agreement
with IDHW staff, but to know when NOT to reach an agreement, and instead to
demand a formal denial that can be appealed.

2. Options for Additional Consideration. One or more of the following may occur

once a request for appeal has been submitted.

a. Informal Review – occurs automatically when an appeal notice is
submitted. Under Informal Review, IDHW staff will review the case, the
appeal, and any additional information submitted. A case in which you
believe serious errors were made in assessment, or in which you believe a
very strong case for additional health and safety needs justifies additional
resources, providing information for Informal Review could yield fastest
results.

b. Extended Informal Review – under the terms of the K.W. Settlement,
IDHW has agreed that TSC’s who submit individual supports plans that
exceed the budget allocation may appeal the denial of those plans on
grounds that health and safety concerns justify additional resources above
and beyond the budget. IDHW has agreed to provide the same Informal
Review process to such cases that it applies in direct appeals from budget
notices. Extended Informal Review provides a critical safety valve for
those cases where the need for additional resources does not become
obvious until a plan is developed.
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c. Fair hearing – occurs where the participant and/or the team believe
additional review is called for (for instance, because IDHW has made an
error or health and safety concerns require additional resources), but
informal review has failed to resolve the concerns.

3. How to appeal?

a. Using the Appeal Form. A short, plain statement that the participant is
appealing the eligibility/budget determination is sufficient. No statement
of reasons or bases is required, since IDHW must provide a fair hearing
whenever it receives “a clear expression by the applicant or beneficiary, or
his authorized representative, that he wants the opportunity to present his
case to a reviewing authority.” (42 CFR 431.201). However, a statement
of reasons, along with additional, supporting documentation can be helpful
if you think Informal Review or Extended Informal Review might achieve
results.

b. Appeal Letter. In lieu of using the form, participants or their
representatives may submit a letter to initiate an appeal. The letter should
identify the action or decision being appealed (e.g., the budget amount,
eligibility determination), a short plain statement that the decision is being
appealed as inaccurate or in error. Using a letter to explain the basis for
appeal, and attaching relevant documentation could be an effective method
of encouraging meaningful Informal Review. (See a sample appeal letter
in the Appendix).

4. When do you appeal?

Appeals must be submitted within 28 days of the mailing of the notice. Mailing is
almost always the date on the notice letter. Appeals can be submitted by mail or
facsimile. If mailed on the 28th day, it will be considered timely. If you wait
until the last day the best practice is to fax.

What happens if you’re late? Two options for appeal are available. (1) Submit the
appeal anyway, IDHW may not raise the issue and the appeal may proceed. If
they raise a timeliness issue, and you have good reasons for late filing, present
them to the hearing officer. (2) Prepare a plan that addresses the participant’s
needs, if the plan is denied for being over budget, appeal at that time.

5. Who can file/assist with the appeal?

Participants are free to represent themselves. It’s a constitutional right, but can be
risky, for the same reason that being your own lawyer can be risky. Successful
appeals almost always involve a very objective review and presentation of the
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evidence. That objective approach is supplemented, rather than replaced, by the
detailed personal knowledge of the individual participant and his/her team of
supports. Self-advocacy can be effective where the issues are straightforward
(e.g., an incorrect data entry on the IIN, or in the budget tool) and the individual
participant has the skills and resources to advocate. Self-advocacy can also be
effective where the individual has the skills to lead a team approach to more
complex issues. Because of the detailed knowledge required to succeed in
appeals, use of a suitable representative should be encouraged as a matter of
ensuring the right resources are available for the job.

Hiring an attorney is an option. This is a good choice if you can find an attorney
familiar with the laws and rules governing Medicaid DD benefits, but will also be
expensive. IDDEF and Idaho Legal Aid may be willing to assist. Attorneys will
bring a more detailed and comprehensive set of skills in argumentation, direct and
cross examination, creation of a “record” for further appeal, and interpretation and
application of laws. In some cases, that skill set will be necessary or desirable.

The best option is to seek a suitable representative, and this means you. TSC’s
and SB’s who have completed this training can receive reimbursement for
advising and assisting participants in exercising their rights to Review and
Appeal. If you are already assisting someone, and they wish to have you
continue, excellent. Otherwise, participants or other members of the PCP Team
can contact IDHW, the ACLU of Idaho, or IDDEF for a referral.

Appeal form allows one to identify a representative, who must also sign to
indicate their willingness to represent. If a suitable representative is identified
only after the appeal is filed, the suitable representative should provide notice that
s/he is appearing as the representative. This can be done by letter, or via a
“pleading-style” document (see Appendix).

6. Where do you send it?

The location to send the appeal is found on the budget notice.

7. What happens next?

a. Informal Review (Review of the Budget)

When an appeal is received by IDHW, staff will conduct its review
and will also consider material submitted by the participant or their
Representative to determine whether the class member has a health
or safety need, applying the health and safety standards included
with the notice. If IDHW deems the health or safety standard
satisfied, the Department will add dollars to meet those needs.
This review by the Department is known as “Informal Review.”
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b. Extended Informal Review (Review of the Plan)

If there was no appeal within 28 days after the Budget Notice, but
during plan development it becomes apparent that additional
resources are needed to meet a health or safety need, TSC’s or
SB’s can submit a plan exceeding the budget, which will likely be
denied for being over budget. The plan denial can then be
appealed, which will trigger the same type of informal review

c. Fair Hearing

If Informal Review does not result in an agreement to modify the
budget, and the budget is still inadequate, or the services your
client needs are still being denied, the next step is to go to hearing.
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Section IV. Preparing for the Informal Review, Extended Informal Review and Fair
Hearing:

1. What are you preparing for?

Informal Review: This is a review of the budget. If you believe errors were made
in assessment, or if you believe a very strong case for additional health and safety
needs justifies additional resources, providing information for Informal Review
could yield fastest results.

Extended Informal Review: This is a review of the plan. If you’ve submitted an
individual supports plan that exceeds the budget and the plan has been denied,
you may appeal the denial of the plan on grounds that health and safety concerns
justify additional resources above and beyond the budget. You may have thought
the budget was adequate, but in developing the plan it is apparent that additional
resources are needed.

Fair Hearing: A more formal process that occurs only if informal review fails to
find a solution.

2. What Will you Have to Prove

a. Were Errors made in Assessment?

Were the SIB-R responses correct, were they correctly recorded, and
correctly transferred to the IIN? Were the other IIN responses correct,
correctly recorded, and correctly transferred to the budget tool?

b. Were Errors made in Budgeting?

Did each entry correctly reflect the participant? If errors were made were
they in fields that affect the budget or not? How do you tell?

c. Does the Budget fail to meet a Health or Safety Need?

Is an increase over the budget amount specified in the Budget Notice
appropriate under the Health and Safety criteria?

It is important to understand the definitions of, and the differences
between, “health” and “safety.”

Health is the prevention of deterioration of one’s physical or mental health
condition or cognitive functioning, or an increase in maladaptive behavior,
and is related to the effects of one’s disability.
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Safety is the prevention of criminal activity, destruction of property, or
injury or harm to self or others.

The critical difference is that Health focuses on the participant’s condition
as it relates to the identified disability, including changes in behaviors.
Safety focuses more on the effects of changes in a participant’s behaviors.
There will be overlap, since the deterioration of a person’s cognitive
functioning frequently results in maladaptive behaviors, which then have
consequences such as self-harm. But in preparing the case keep in mind
the difference between health effects (changes in preferred functioning)
and safety effects (the results of those changes on the participant or
others).

3. How will you prove it?

a. Proving an Assessment Error

You will essentially look for two types of evidence to prove assessment
errors. First, the knowledge of the assessment instrument respondent. The
person who answered the questions should review the recorded answers to
see if they were correct. When an answer, for instance on the SIB-R, does
not correspond with the respondent’s beliefs, look for an explanation, such
as a contrary medical report or other document. Assessors may rely on
outside sources, but such reliance, if it contradicts the respondent needs
justification.

Second, look to other records regarding the participant. MedSoc
summaries, medical records, assessments by psychiatrists and
psychologists, and other documentary evidence proving the participants’
characteristics in a particular area. These are all potential methods of
proving an error in assessment.

b. Proving a Health Need

1. Health risks must be established through written documentation
and current treatment recommendations from a licensed
practitioner of the healing arts. Includes Physicians, P.A.’s, Nurse
Practitioners, and any other professional licensed by the State of
Idaho whose recommendation is within the scope of his or her
license. Psychologists, licensed Therapists, and others.

2. The practitioner must provide documentation showing

(1) the current physical or mental condition or cognitive
functioning that will likely deteriorate, or the current
maladaptive behavior(s) that will likely increase;
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(2) the specific supports or services being requested (including
type and frequency, if applicable) that will address the
identified need.

(3) Practice Tip: Get the practitioner to be as detailed as
possible as to the reasons why the need exists, what will
happen if no additional services are made available, and
how the requested resources will address/correct the
concern.

c. Proving a Safety Need

a. Appropriate documentation includes:

(1) current incident reports;
(2) police reports;
(3) assessments from a licensed practitioner of the healing arts
(4) status reports and implementation plans that reflect the type

and frequency of intervention(s) in place to prevent the risk
and the participant’s progress under such intervention(s).

b. The participant must establish:

(1) an imminent or likely safety risk; and
(2) the specific supports or services that are being requested

(including the type and frequency, if applicable) that are
likely to prevent that risk.

4. What can you get for your participant?

The fundamental purpose of all of these appeal avenues is to get an increased
budget with which to pursue the services your participant needs. Those still must
be

(1) approved and available Medicaid and DD program services;
(2) meeting prior authorization criteria (other than the budget

limitation being appealed;
(3) Non-duplicative, non-cosmetic, and not focused on the economic

needs of the family or provider.

5. Creating an “Appeal Packet”

An “Appeal Packet” will be the foundation of your work whether your case goes
only to informal or appeal, or all the way through hearing and Director’s Review.
The Packet becomes a single place to find critical documents when you need
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them, an easy way to quickly bring another advocate up to speed on the case, and
also the tool for how you will go about proving your case on informal review or at
hearing.

Every Packet should include:

Budget Notice
Budget Calculation Spreadsheet
SIB-R
Med/Soc
IIN
Notice of Appeal

The following items may be included when relevant to the issues being appealed:

Medical records
Treatment Notes/Charts
Incident Reports
Letters/Reports from providers
Police Reports
Legal judgments
Prior year budgets
Prior SIB-R Reports
SIB-R Answers
Any other document supporting appeal

The Appeal Packet may contain documents extending back to birth, as long as
they are still accurate and relevant. A history of violent maladaptive behaviors
from years ago may still be relevant if they only thing keeping those behaviors in
check is the direct care services the participant receives. Many of the diagnoses
you will work with are permanent and unchanging, so a diagnosis of epilepsy
remains relevant even if seizures have been controlled and prevented for many
years.

6. Completing the Informal Review

If you have chosen to submit a detailed statement and supporting documents with
your appeal, or during the Informal Review or Extended Informal Review
process, then you will end up submitting much of what is in your appeal packet,
as well as a letter to IDHW explaining why the documents in your packet prove
the need for additional budget/services. If there are errors, point them out clearly.
Explain why this impacts the budget. Correct the error.

If the budget is not adequate to address health or safety concerns, focus on how
the budget puts the client’s health or safety at risk. Be specific in showing how
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the circumstances and the documentation proves that criteria for health and safety
needs are met. Explain what critical needs the budget must address first (such as
Residential Habilitation) and how that prevents the assignment of funds to other
needs.

IDHW staff may present alternatives to continuing the appeal. This is
appropriate. But Medicaid beneficiaries are NOT required to agree to these
alternatives. Just as it is sometimes necessary to request a denial so that a
Medicaid participant can have a right to appeal, it may be necessary to reject the
alternative, and require a written statement on informal review so that the case can
proceed to a fair hearing. The K.W. settlement agreement requires IDHW to
provide a written statement of reasons for denial of a budget increase on informal
review. If no agreement is reached resulting in withdrawal of the appeal, then the
Suitable Representative should demand this written statement so that you know
the basis for denial, and can challenge that basis at the fair hearing.
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Section V. Fair Hearings (see CFR 431.201)

Fair Hearings are conducted by employees of the Idaho Attorney General’s Office. The

hearing officers are lawyers, and no prior experience with Medicaid is required. You

should not assume that they have any understanding of developmental disability, the

economic realities facing individual participants or their families, or the adult DD

program. Hearings will follow the same process, though thte particular issues that arise

are highly individualized.

1. Pre-Hearing Conference

Before the hearing, you will get notice of a Scheduling Conference. This is a
short, telephonic hearing to make sure that the parties (you and the Department)
are ready for the hearing. Your client does not need to participate, or even attend,
the scheduling conference, but is permitted to if interested. The Hearing Officer
will simply confirm with you, and the Department, what the issues are and make
sure that the hearing date is set, and both parties are available on that date.
NOTE: Check to make sure that your witnesses will be available on that date, and
your client if he or she will be participating.

2. Scheduling Order

After the Scheduling Conference, you will get a Notice from the Hearing Officer.
Read it. It will tell you what to do for the hearing.

Hearings are scheduled to be telephonic. Some things to consider:

Do you want an in person hearing? Would this be advantageous? Why?

Does your client want to participate? Is your client able?

NOTE: Hearings must be accessible under the ADA. If your client is unable to
participate because of travel, location, or disability, you need to make the Hearing
Officer aware of this and make a formal (written) request for accommodation.

3. Witness and Exhibit Disclosures

Witness and Exhibit Disclosure is due FIVE DAYS before the hearing. (See
Appendix for an example).

This simply requires you to identify (disclose) what witnesses you will be calling
to testify, and what exhibits (documents) you want to be introduced into the
record for the Hearing Officer to consider.
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You must send a copy of the disclosure and a copy of your exhibits to the
Hearing Officer and the IDHW representative. You will receive a copy of
IDHW’s disclosures.

If you have not disclosed a witness, they cannot testify. If you have not disclosed
an exhibit, you cannot introduce it. (This goes both ways. If IDHW has not
disclosed, they face the same exclusions).

If you forgot a witness or an exhibit, go ahead and disclose late. Call the IDHW
Representative and ask if they will object to your witness or exhibit. Even if they
object, if you have good reason for the late disclosure, the Hearing Officer is
likely to allow the evidence in.

NOTE: It’s better to over disclose, than under disclose. Be sure to include “and
witness disclosed by the Department” and “any exhibit disclosed by the
Department” in your disclosures.

4. The Hearing

What to expect at the hearing. If telephonic, you MUST call in at the time
specified. The call in information is in the Scheduling Order. Be sure that your
witnesses also have the call in number and time. Don’t be late!

The Department will call in also. The hearing will be recorded. Expect the
following course of events:

a. Hearing Officer explains the process and asks if the parties are
ready to proceed. Hearing Officer will confirm the Exhibits the
parties have submitted. The Hearing Officer will often ask if there
are any objections to the Exhibits. If there are no objections, the
Exhibits are introduced and become part of the record.

b. Opening Statements (optional). This is an opportunity to tell the
Hearing Officer what the problem is, and what evidence you have
to support your position. Be brief. This is not the time to argue
the case, instead it is time to explain the issues, summarize the
evidence you intend to put on. Opening statements should help the
Hearing Officer understand what will happen, you will actually
argue the case later.

c. Department presents its case. Although the participant will
sometimes bear the burden of proof, it has become typical for
IDHW to present their evidence first. This is because it is best able
to explain how its decisions are made and to lay out the standards
it uses. They call their witnesses and examine them (ask them
questions) first. This is called direct examination.
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After each witness, the Hearing Officer will ask if you would like
to cross examine (ask questions). This is your only chance to ask
questions of the Department’s witnesses. Think about what you
want to get out of each witness.

1. Did they examine, or observe, your client?
2. Did they review medical records prior to any assessment?
3. What did they base their decision on? Specific criteria, or

discretion?
4. Did they have all the information before they made a

decision?

d. You present your case. After Department has called all of its
witnesses, it’s your turn. You now call your witnesses and ask
them questions (your direct examination).

1. Ask them to explain how they know your client.

 Service provider?
 Parent or guardian?
 Medical provider?

2. Ask them to explain what they know, how they know it,
and how it affects the participant and/or the participant’s
budget. Always refer back to “what you have to prove”
and tie the testimony back to those elements you must
prove.

3. Department can then cross examine your witnesses. It is
okay to prepare your witnesses for cross-examination. It is
NOT okay to tell them how to testify. Lawyers routinely
explain to witnesses that they should Listen carefully to the
questions; ask for clarification if they don’t understand the
question; respond to the question being asked, but do not
explain beyond that.

4. Re-direct. You will then have an opportunity to ask
additional questions, but do so only if it is necessary to
explain the testimony given on cross-exam, to clear up
confusion, or to correct a misstatement.

e. Closing Statement (optional). This is a chance to briefly
summarize your case, and what the evidence has shown. Again, be
brief. Very, very, brief. You can plan this in advance by listing
the elements you have to prove (e.g., safety need caused by
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criminal behaviors and likelihood of them recurring; or, health
need due to complex medical conditions requiring additional
services), and how you intend to prove them. During closing go
back over that list of what you showed, who testified about it, what
documents prove it, and what the participant needs to be healthy
and safe.

f. Hearing Officer then thanks the parties and lets you know that a
written decision will be provided within 30 days.

5. Modifying the Process.

Individuals with disabilities are entitled to reasonable accommodations if
necessary to participate in the hearing process. This could include assistive
devices, interpreters, that hearings be held in person, via video, or other aids to
participation.

Accommodations should be requested in writing, directed to the hearing officer,
with a copy to IDHW staff involved in the appeal.

6. Post Hearing Procedures

A decision called a Preliminary Order will typically arrive around 30 days post-

hearing. If your client disagrees with the decision, then this is not the end of the

fight. Within 14 dyas of the MAILING DATE of the Preliminary Order, you may

request that the Director review the Preliminary Order. The initial request for

review must be submitted pursuant to the instructions that will be included in the

Preliminary Order. The request should state the reasons that you believe the

Hearing Officer’s Order was incorrect, but it does not need to go into detail. The

request should just be a list of reasons, you will have an opportunity later to

explain those reasons.

After submitting a request for Director’s review, you will receive a schedule to

submit arguments/briefs in support of your position. Written arguments are

submitted by each side, and the Director then issues an Order deciding the case.

Idaho law allows the Director’s decision to be further reviewed in District Court.

This is beyond the scope of work that Suitable Representatives can handle. Filing

a petition for judicial review on behalf of someone else, almost certainly

constitutes the practice of law and requires a license. Judicial review is limited,

but some cases have been successful.
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Section VI. Advocacy Skills

Effective advocacy is a learned skill based on understanding of the subject matter, careful
analysis and preparation, and a planned presentation. It is fundamentally about persuasion of
others, but because it requires doing so on behalf of a client, it necessarily starts with that client.
The fundamental skills of advocacy are available to anyone.

1. Know the subject matter.

Medicaid is a complicated beast of a public program. Fortunately you need not know it
all. But an effective representative will spend time studying the subject matter relevant to
their cases. This always includes:

a. The Client. The purpose of this training is to help you be a representative,
you cannot represent someone you do not know. Always be able to
answer these questions: Who is my client? What does she want from this
process? What challenges is he facing? How can the program help
overcome those challenges? What has her care team done to meet those
challenges? What is keeping those efforts from succeeding? How are my
actions going to overcome those challenges and otherwise affect the
client?

Who’s the client? This question can seem tricky when working with
people with disabilities. People participating in the DD Waiver program
struggle with a wide range of cognitive challenges. Some have been
appointed a guardian precisely because of their inability to make certain
decision.. Some of your clients may not be able to communicate, or their
means of communication may be non-verbal. Many have guardians, but
others who would qualify for guardianship have not had one appointed.
Furthermore, not all guardians are as involved, knowledgeable, or
responsible as others. Worse, good public policy with respect to matters
like guardianship and conservatorship, can conflict with the law, which
tends to change at a much slower pace than our understanding of the needs
of our communities. This constellation of problems can leave the
representative struggling to mediate between the needs and wants of the
individual Medicaid participant, providers, and family members or other
natural supports.

Your client is always the Medicaid participant. And the primary goal is
always that person’s well-being. Within the Medicaid program you will
find competing goals, all of which need to be balanced. Physical safety,
emotional safety, financial security and maximizing independence and
community integration usually go hand in hand, but tough cases arise
where they do not.

Guardians are legally entitled to make and to communicate decisions for
the individuals they are appointed to serve within the scope of the
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guardianship order. The order may be limited to matters such as financial
decisions, in which case care decisions would remain strictly with the
individual. Guardians are always obligated to pursue the participant’s
well-being, just as you should be doing. Individuals without court-
appointed guardians are entitled to make their own choices, which must be
respected unless that choice would lead to serious harm to self or others.
Most of the time the person centered team can reach agreement on best
choices, but conflicts do arise. Where the client has made a decision and
the decision is not going to lead directly to harm for the participant, then
the other members of the team, including the Suitable Representative must
abide by the choice. To put it differently, a client is entitled to make even
bad choices.

If a decision of a guardian is not reasonable, then a skilled advocate would
put their advocacy skills to work convincing the other members of the
team, including the guardian. Try to persuade, with data about the
participant and an understanding of the Medicaid program, the rest of the
team to choose the best option. If that fails, explain why you think the
option they are choosing might violate the participant’s rights. If they still
disagree with you, decide whether the option chosen is simply not the best
option (which is acceptable) or is actually harmful to the participant’s
health or safety. If the latter you will have to decide whether you can still
serve as the Suitable Representative, whether you have a reporting
obligation, and if so, to whom to report the issue.

b. The Service. Understand how Idaho’s DD Services programs work.
Before taking on a client, make sure you have the knowledge to serve
them. If you do not know how self-directed services work, you may want
to decline cases of participants using that. If you do take a case, make
sure you understand the rules governing the relevant services, how IDHW
implements that program or service, the documents the service relies on
and generates, what the service is supposed to accomplish, who it is
designed to serve, and who provides it. Understand how the particular
service fits with others, and which other services it is deemed to duplicate.

c. The Rules. Some of the broad rules of Medicaid are relevant here. Rules
about fair hearings, medical necessity, notices, and the rights of Medicaid
participants, whether disabled or not, are all important. The specific rules
governing DD and waiver services are even more important.

d. The Record. Know your client’s documents and events. Be highly
familiar with the facts you are using to try to persuade IDHW or the
Hearing Officer. But also have familiarity with everything in the notice
packet, and your appeal packet, and anything you think might come up in
the process. For example, it’s not enough to know that your client
engages in a certain maladaptive behavior, you need to know which
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document proves how often the behavior occurs, its triggers, and whether
and how the direct care team has been addressing it.

2. Pay Attention to Details.

Advocacy requires knowing the big picture, but backing it up with the details. You may
know that your client needs additional funding for assistive devices, but that won’t get
him those devices unless you can point to the documents which show the diagnosis, the
recommended treatment or care for that diagnosis, and the device that will provide that
treatment. When you are asked why the service meets medical necessity criteria, you
should be able to quickly find those criteria, explain, and show (with documents or
testimony) how the criteria are met. Effective advocacy is both knowing the client’s
needs, and knowing how to prove them.

3. Plan Your Case.

Once you know your client’s needs, the relevant rules, how you intend to prove that those
rules are satisfied or not satisfied, you are ready to present. Outline or even write your
opening statement, practice it so you know how long it takes, and if necessary, cut it
down. Know which witnesses you will call and in what order. Know the exhibits you
will introduce and which witness will introduce them. Administrative hearings keep
getting shorter. This does not require you to shorten your case, but it does put an
emphasis on planning it well. If the Hearing Officer schedules two hours, you need to
know that your own evidence is going to take 3 hours to put on, so that you can help plan
appropriately, and so that you don’t end up feeling inappropriately rushed. Planning
ensures you miss nothing, hit everything important, and skip the unimportant.
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Section VII. Where to find the law and rules:

The Idaho Administrative Code (IDAPA) can be found online at:
https://adminrules.idaho.gov/rules/current/index.html

Health and Welfare Rules are in Section 16:
https://adminrules.idaho.gov/rules/current/16/index.html

Specific Sections relevant to DD Service and Fair Hearing (see appendix)

a. 16.03.10.310 through 318, 500 through 515, 645 through 657, 700 through
706, and the definitions of any terms used in those sections as provided at
16.03.10.010 through 013.

b. 16.03.13.010 through 120 and 160 through 190.
c. 16.05.03.101 through 132 and 134 through 155.

IDAPA Rules the Department wants you to know:

16.03.10.012.14 Medical Necessity. A service is medically necessary if:

a. It is reasonably calculated to prevent, diagnose, or treat conditions in the
participant that endanger life, cause pain, or cause functionally significant
deformity or malfunction; and

b. There is no other equally effective course of treatment available or
suitable for the participant requesting the service which is more
conservative or substantially less costly.

c. Medical services must be of a quality that meets professionally recognized
standards of health care and must be substantiated by records including
evidence of such medical necessity and quality. Those records must be
made available to the Department upon request.

16.03.10.508.14 Prior Authorization (PA). A process for determining a participant's
eligibility for services and medical necessity prior to the delivery or payment of services
as provided by these rules.

16.03.10.508.16 Right Care. Accepted treatment for defined diagnosis, functional needs
and abilities to achieve the desired outcome. The right care is consistent with best
practice and continuous quality improvement.

16.03.10.508.17 Right Place. Services delivered in the most integrated setting in which
they normally occur, based on the participant's choice to promote independence.

16.03.10.508.18 Right Price. The most integrated and least expensive services that are
sufficiently intensive to address the participant's needs. The amount is based on the
individual's needs for services and supports as identified in the assessment.
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16.03.10.508.19 Right Outcomes. Services based on assessed need that ensure the health
and safety of the participant and result in progress, maintenance, or delay or prevention of
regression for the participant.

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) for fair hearings (see 42 C.F.R. Part 431), including
specifically 42 CFR §§ 431.200 through 431.246 (see appendix)

Code of Federal Regulations implementing the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) with respect to requirements associated with participant
information and data privacy (see 45 C.F.R. Part 164);

Updates to IDAPA.
Administrative Bulletins are published monthly. They have notices of hearings on rule
changes, as well as draft rule changes. Check this regularly:
https://adminrules.idaho.gov/bulletin/index.html
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VIII. Respecting the Rights of Participants and Clients

Home and Community Based Services are intended to enhance the freedom, community

involvement, self-determination, and quality of life of people living with intellectual

disabilities. Providers must strive to make HCBS live up to its potential, and ensure it

does not become a decentralized form of segregation.

1. The Role of Suitable Representatives

In the K.W. litigation, the Federal Court required that “IDHW receive a commitment

from someone competent to assist the participant in the appeal.” Your job is to assist, not

to make decisions, or do what you think is best. You do this by describing the options

available, whether you think an appeal could succeed, whether grounds for the appeal

exist, and what outcomes could be expected.

The final decision whether to appeal, whenever possible, must remain with the

participant, or with the participant’s guardian.

Once an appeal is filed, the suitable representative’s job is to pursue that appeal

vigorously and to the best of your ability. That may also mean helping the

participant/guardian in deciding whether to settle or compromise.

2. Respecting while Recognizing Disability

Respecting the rights of your clients does not mean ignoring their disability. Instead, it

means:

* Respecting everyone’s inherent dignity, freedom to choose, and independence

* Respecting the right to liberty and personal security

* Encouraging and supporting full participation in the community

* Respecting disability as another aspect of welcome diversity

* Providing equal opportunity

* Ensuring accessibility

* Respecting gender equality

* Ensuring freedom of expression

* Ensuring the right to form a family

* Advancing the right to an education

* Protecting the right to seek employment

* Ensuring the right to participate in political and cultural life
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3. IDHW Rules on HCBS Settings

Because you will be providing an HCBS service under Idaho’s Medicaid program, the

final rules on HCBS Settings apply to the work you will be doing.

If not already familiar, please browse the rules guidance set out in the appendix and here:

http://healthandwelfare.idaho.gov/Portals/0/Medical/MedicaidCHIP/HCBS/RulesAndGui

dance.pdf
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IX. Medicaid Reimbursement

Completion of the training process qualifies Targeted Service Coordinators and Support

Brokers for reimbursement for acting as a suitable representative.

1. Hours Authorized.

Pursuant to the K.W. Settlement Agreement, Suitable Representatives must be

reimbursed for up to 8 hours of work related to “representation and related advocacy” for

adult DD participants. While the Settlement Agreement does not specify, this is

presumably an annual allowance, related to each budget notice. This service is available

only once a participant has requested services to pursue a potential appeal. Additional

time is available though the exact terms of how much, and under what conditions remain

in negotiation at this time.

2. Conditions on Reimbursement.

1. TSC or SB must execute and abide by a “supplemental provider agreement

governing suitable representation for class members.” IDHW is still working on

this agreement;

2. Proper claim submitted;

3. Documentation of time spent including dates, activities undertaken;

3. Additional Hours.

The K.W. Settlement Agreement further requires IDHW to “approve reasonable
additional time requests” as long as conditions are met, and the additional time spent is
documented. “The Department shall use the curriculum topics in the training program as
the guide to define the scope of permissible and reimbursable representation and related
advocacy.” IDHW is also required to begin keeping track of the time its staff spends on
appeals
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APPENDIX

Idaho Independent Assessment Service Program Notice Form

Adult DD Budget Calculation Tool

Class Action Settlement Agreement K.W. et al v. Armstrong

Health and Safety Definitions

Example: Notice of Appeals letters

Example: Appellant’s Witness and Exhibit Disclosure

IDAPA 16.03.10 – Medicaid Enhanced Benefits

IDAPA 16.03.13 – Consumer Directed Services

IDAPA 16.05.03 – Rules Governing Contested Case Proceedings and
Declaratory Rulings

42 CFR § 431.200 through 246 Fair Hearing

45 CFR § 164 HIPAA

HIPAA Basics for Providers

HCBS Rules Guidance Section
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